European and Mediterranean Major Hazards Agreement

EFDRR, Croatia, 3 October 2012
25th Anniversary of the Agreement
26 Themathic Centres

- High variety of interests
- Transversal projects
- Political Dimension
Priorities 2012

- Reform of the structure of the Agreement
- Environment and DRR
- I....
Reform of the finance of Centres
Environment and DRR

- PEDRR retreat in Strasbourg
- Adoption of Recommendation 2012-1 on ecosystem-based Disaster Risk Reduction
- PEDRR training in Georgia
Focus on Training
Focus on Education and Awareness
Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of Europe

22nd SESSION
Strasbourg, 20-22 March 2012

Making cities resilient Resolution 339 (2012)1

https://wcd.coe.int/ViewDoc.jsp?id=1924609&Site=Congress
DRR in CCA policies: improving governance

☑ Report
☑ Event at Davos 2012 IDRC
☑ Support NP work
Thanks for your attention